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Abstract Passive mode-locking in fiber lasers is inves-
tigated by numerical and experimental means. A non-
distributed scalar model solving the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation is implemented to study the starting behavior
and intra-cavity dynamics numerically. Several operation
regimes at positive net-cavity dispersion are experimentally
accessed and studied in different environmentally stable, lin-
ear laser configurations. In particular, pulse formation and
evolution in the chirped-pulse regime at highly positive cav-
ity dispersion is discussed. Based on the experimental re-
sults a route to highly energetic pulse solutions is shown in
numerical simulations.

1 Introduction

Lasers have been the subject of extensive research and de-
velopment over the last 50 years, driven by their huge appli-
cation potential. However, laser oscillators may be likewise
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regarded as a very prominent example of a nonlinear optical
dissipative system where the nonlinear dynamics of the op-
tical field is primarily governed by its energy exchange with
the environment. Fiber lasers, in particular, exhibit com-
plex ultrafast temporal dynamics, as nonlinear effects are
enhanced due to the high intensities in the fiber core and the
long interaction length. Hence there is furthermore strong
research interest in fundamental aspects of these highly ap-
plicable systems. In the temporal domain fiber lasers are an
easily accessible experimental laboratory for these investi-
gations, because transverse field confinement separates the
temporal from the spatial dynamics, the interplay of which
evoke a complex spatio-temporal evolution in other laser
types. The detailed understanding of the laser dynamics al-
lows for improving the performance of these laser systems
by increasing their flexibility to create complex shapes of
ultrashort pulses.

In the following a study of different operation regimes of
mode-locked fiber laser resonators is presented. In the first
part a numerical model is presented, which is suitable to de-
scribe pulse formation and evolution in mode-locked fiber
lasers. Within this part firstly, the influence of initial con-
ditions to access different attractors of an ultrashort pulse
fiber laser for fixed system parameters is investigated. Fur-
thermore a variation of the system parameters is done within
the scope of different regimes of mode-locking. As a result,
the pulse shaping in the net-normal-dispersion regime is re-
vised. In the second paragraph pulse generation in an en-
vironmentally stable all-fiber laser configuration is demon-
strated and investigated in the stretched-pulse and wave-
breaking free regimes. The last paragraph deals with pas-
sive mode-locking at high positive net-cavity dispersion in
the chirped-pulse regime. This new regime is experimentally
and numerically investigated. Based on the experimental re-
sults pulse energy scaling within this approach is studied in
simulations.
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2 Numerical modelling of mode-locked fiber lasers

Steady state solutions of stable pulses in fiber oscillator sys-
tems exist due to the compensation of dispersion and non-
linearity but also dissipation and saturable gain. For theo-
retical modelling of these passively mode-locked lasers the
Ginzburg–Landau equation (GLE) or several extensions are
often used [1], where the actions within the cavity are aver-
aged based in the assumption of small changes during one
round trip [2]. These equations form stable solutions, which
describe the outcome of the experimental laser for a large
range of parameters quite well. Beside the research based
on the GLE, the numerical approach of following the pulse
inside a cavity by transmitting though each element has
been developed and applied to Ti:Sa lasers [3]. Such one-
dimensional models with non-distributed parameters have
been found to describe the experimental results of Ti:Sa
lasers quite well with the drawback of lacking analytical ac-
cess compared to the GLE approach. However, they could
be used to study intra-cavity propagation dynamics, which
are mainly determined by the net-cavity dispersion. For fiber
lasers several regimes are known: Soliton mode-locking is
characterized by negative net-cavity dispersion, where the
pulse shape is that of a fundamental soliton (sech2). This
regime is well-known for Er-doped fiber lasers, where the
fiber itself provides anomalous dispersion. Due to the soliton
area theorem, the output energies of such lasers are limited
to ∼0.1 nJ. In analogy to long haul communication lines,
dispersion-managed mode-locking has been discovered and
described, where the fiber dispersion is compensated and
the net cavity dispersion is close to zero [4]. However, the
break-through in terms of output energy of more than 1 nJ
was obtained with the access of wave-breaking free mode-
locking (also termed self-similar mode-locking) operating in
the normal-dispersion regime [5]. In fact, the large amount
of nonlinear dispersive material in fiber lasers makes it to an
interesting realization of a dissipative nonlinear system with
a variety of possible pulse shaping mechanisms not yet fully
understood.

In the following, we study different aspects of fiber lasers
based on a non-distributed model, which makes fewer as-
sumptions on the pulse changes during one round trip com-
pared to the GLE approach and maintains the possibility of
studying the intra-cavity pulse evolution. Our model is based
on simulating every part of the oscillator (Fig. 1) separately
by solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with the split-
step algorithm (see [6] for details).

For investigation within this paragraph we simulate the
cavity scheme, which is shown in Fig. 1. The gain fiber is
followed by the saturable absorber (SA) with an infinitely
fast response time, which is appropriate for any absorber
based on the Kerr effect. The losses and output coupling are
summarized by a reduction of pulse energy by a factor of

Fig. 1 Illustration of the fiber laser cavity elements used for the simu-
lations

Fig. 2 Basin of attractors presented in the space of temporal and
spectral width (RMS values) for the parameters of Esat = 100 pJ and
β2 = 0.004 ps2. The lines connect the measured values after each
round trip. The arrows indicate the evolution from the initial condi-
tion to the attractor marked with yellow circles. (Gray: below transfor-
m-limited condition)

10 after the SA. The remaining power propagates through
a dispersion compensation stage before entering the passive
single mode fiber, which closes the loop. The detailed pa-
rameters for each element can be found in Table 1 in [6].
The net-cavity dispersion is only changed by the dispersion
compensation all other elements remain with fixed disper-
sion.

2.1 Initial conditions and basin of attraction

To show the variety of attractors for a given set of laser
parameters that can also be found for the non-distributed
model, several simulations have been done. The net-cavity
dispersion is fixed to +0.004 ps2 and the saturation energy
to Esat = 100 pJ. To access the different solutions, several
initial conditions have been used and the transition to their
attractor is shown in a Poincare map in Fig. 2. There, the
RMS width of the spectral domain with respect to the tem-
poral domain after each round trip (after the SMF) is plotted
and gives access to the time-spectral relation of the pulse
even if the complete phase cannot be shown by this graph.
The blue and black graphs show the evolution starting from
quantum noise, where each line starts from different noise.
For the red lines, a Gaussian pulse with different initial chirp
settings and spectral width is the initial condition. The pur-
ple line starts from a transform-limited Gaussian pulse with
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Fig. 3 Examples of the
convergence to the different
attractors in the temporal
domain. (Linear scale: 0

max)

a spectral width of 27.13 nm. All simulations have been
checked to converge to the same attractor when repeated
with higher temporal or spectral resolution. As a result of
these simulations one can see that there are at least three
different attractors accessible, which form the basin of at-
tractors for the fixed set of laser parameters. The evolution
of the initial conditions to these attractors is shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. The first attractor (attractor A1) is obtained by the
quantum noise initial conditions following the blue lines in
Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 3(a)). Its parameters in front of the gain
fiber are �λRMS = 5.45 nm and �TRMS = 322 fs. With this
solution, the pulse evolves in stretched-pulse mode intra-
cavity. Interestingly, the black line also starts from quantum
noise, however, the final solution is a linear chirped pulse
with the parameters of �λRMS = 10.35 nm and �TRMS =
1.57 ps in front of the gain fiber (Fig. 3(d)). This second
attractor (attractor A2) is also obtained for the initial con-
ditions of a stretched Gaussian pulse (Fig. 3(c)) shown as
the red lines in Fig. 2 and is identified as a region of wave-
breaking free intra-cavity pulse evolution. Finally, the third
attractor (attractor A3) forms an oscillating solution (purple
line in Fig. 2) shown in Fig. 3(b) in detail.

Another aspect of these numerical simulations is the sta-
bility of the attractors. All solutions discussed so far are sta-
ble, meaning that the stationary pulse does not change after
several thousand round trips and even stabilizes if a small
amount of noise is added to the solution.

2.2 Accessing different pulse regimes by variation of
system parameters

In the previous section we showed that for a given set of
parameters of the mode-locked laser, the numerical solution
depends on the initial condition. In this section the different
pulse regimes of the laser are analyzed by changing the pa-
rameters of Esat from 100 pJ to 400 pJ (100 pJ steps) and β2

net from −0.002 ps2 to +0.01 ps2 (0.0005 ps2 steps) for the
initial condition of a transform-limited Gaussian pulse with
E0 = 66 pJ and T0 = 100 fs in front of the SMF (all other
parameters remain the same as above).

The temporal and spectral characterization of the ob-
tained stable solutions is discussed in the following. In the
subsection the focus lies on the regime of mode-locking and
therefore the pulse shape especially for normal (positive)
net-cavity dispersion. Figure 4(a) shows the temporal width
(FWHM) after the SMF for the given set of parameters.
Parameter settings where the solution did not converge are
plotted in white. The corresponding spectral width (FWHM)
is shown in Fig. 4(b).

For this range of parameters two fundamental different
intra-cavity regimes are found and are directly visible in
Fig. 4, where the regimes are distinguishable by the tem-
poral width. For negative and small values of positive dis-
persion, the width after the SMF is quite small compared to
the values obtained for larger positive net-cavity dispersion.
Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the temporal intra-cavity pulse
evolution for two representative points in the parameters
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space of the regimes. In Fig. 5(a), where Esat = 100 pJ and
β2 = −0.002 ps2, the pulse width has two minimum points,
which is well-known for stretched-pulse mode-locking [4].
In contrast, for Esat = 400 pJ, β2 = +0.0045 ps2 Fig. 5(b)
shows that only one minimum exists for the pulse width in-
side the cavity. The pulse spectrum and pulse shape is almost
parabolic, thus, this regime is also known as self-similar
mode-locking [5].

2.2.1 Pulse shape for normal dispersion

To investigate the pulse shaping in more detail, another pa-
rameter of the pulses temporal and spectral shape has been
analyzed. The kurtosis k has already been used to character-
ize parabolic pulses [7]. It is defined by (1), where μ4 is the
fourth centered momentum and σ 4 the square of the vari-
ance. For parabolic shapes it has a value of k = −0.86 and
k = 0 for a Gaussian pulse shape.

k = μ4

σ 4
− 3 (1)

The temporal and spectral kurtosis is shown in Fig. 6(a) and
6(b), respectively, for positive values of β2net = 0.0035 · · ·
0.01 and Esat = 100 · · ·400 pJ, where Gaussian and quan-
tum noise initial condition result converge to the same at-
tractor. However, as can be seen in this graph, only for a
small region around β2net ∼ 0.004 and Esat = 300 · · ·400 pJ
the kurtosis is close to −0.86 in the temporal as well as the

Fig. 4 (a) Pulse duration (FWHM) and (b) spectral bandwidth of
the converged solution after the SMF. (Linear scale: 0 10 ps
[white: unstable] 5 nm 35 nm)

spectral domain. It indicates that only in this region the chirp
is linear and images the parabolic shaped spectrum in the
temporal domain. This is what is known from self-similar
propagation [8]. It is also well-known that for a fast con-
vergence to the self-similar evolution in the SMF inside the
cavity, the pulse parameters of the pulse entering the SMF
have to be optimum. For passive fibers such a condition was
discussed by [9]. It is therefore clear that only a limited
range of intra-cavity pulse conditions lead to pulses evolving
truly self-similar in the SMF and explains the small region
of equal kurtosis in the temporal and spectral domain.

Figure 7(a) again shows the deviation from a perfect
parabolic shape in the temporal domain indicated by the kur-
tosis values in Fig. 6 for three representative parameters:
Esat = 400 pJ, β2net = 0.0045 ps2 being in the region of a
kurtosis close to −0.86 in the spectral and temporal domain;
and Esat = 400 pJ, β2net = 0.0045 ps2 and Esat = 100 pJ
and β2net = 0.01 ps2 far outside this region. To prove if
a linear chirp is obtained within and outside the region of
self-similar evolution Fig. 7(b–d) shows the spectrograms of
the pulse obtained after the SMF for the same three sets of
parameters. For Fig. 7(c) and (d) variations from the linear
chirp in the pulse and spectral wings are obvious. It proves
that only for the aforementioned self-similar regime, truly
linear chirped pulses are obtained. Such pulses are espe-
cially of practical relevance due to the advantages for high-
peak power amplification [10]. However, in the whole wave-
breaking-free regime, the linear chirp is dominant in the so-
lution and recompression of the pulses close to transform-
limit should be possible.

In summary it is important to revise and keep in mind that
the “wave-breaking-free mode-locking” is the more gen-
eral term and embeds “self-similar mode-locking”, where
a linear chirped parabolic pulse is indeed obtained due to
self-similar evolution in the SMF. Furthermore, if other cav-
ity geometries (e.g. linear cavities [11]) are considered one
has to check again if self-similar evolution is possible at all
within a wave-breaking-free regime.

Fig. 5 Intra-cavity pulse
evolution for (a) Esat = 100 pJ,
β2 = −0.002 ps2 and
(b) Esat = 200 pJ,
β2 = +0.003 ps2. (Logarithmic
scale: −30 dB 0 dB)
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3 Stretched-pulse and wave-braking-free fundamental
mode-locked operation in an environmentally stable
all-fiber laser configuration

Whereas in the last paragraph general stability considera-
tions and convergence to different attractors and access to
different mode-locking regimes were discussed, this para-
graph presents the implementation and investigation of the
stretched-pulse and wave-braking-free regimes in a highly
stable experimental laser setup, which is due to its reliabil-
ity and robustness of high interest for ultrafast applications.

Lasers in stretched-pulse regime configuration possess a
total-cavity dispersion close to zero. The pulse width expe-
riences large variations per cavity round trip, with a change
in the chirp sign. Stretched-pulse lasers with output en-
ergies from tens of picojoules to some nanojoules have
been reported [12–14]. The most fundamental limitation to
pulse energy in a fiber oscillator arises from wave-breaking
phenomena because of large nonlinearities. More recently,
wave-breaking is suppressed within the cavity by exploit-

Fig. 6 Temporal and spectral kurtosis of the converged solution after
the SMF. (Linear scale: −1.1 −0.2, −0.86)

ing self-similar pulse propagation, which is resistant to non-
linearity [15]. In the wave-breaking-free mode-locked fiber
laser, the net-cavity dispersion is positive and the nonlin-
ear pulse evolution in the normal group velocity dispersion
(GVD) fiber segment is monotonic. The pulse accumulates a
linear chirp, which is partially compensated at points in the
cavity using a linear process (e.g. diffraction gratings). In
the following, we discuss both experimental and numerical
generation of wave-breaking-free and stretched pulses from
an environmentally stable Yb-doped all-fiber laser. The gen-
eration and intra-cavity evolution of wave-breaking-free and
stretched pulses are confirmed by a numerical analysis. Es-
pecially, we present the generation of pulses with a parabolic
spectral shape in the stretched-pulse regime.

3.1 Experimental setup

The linear cavity (Fig. 8) is constructed with polarization-
maintaining single-mode fiber allowing for an environ-
mentally stable configuration. Self-starting passive mode-
locking has been achieved through a semiconductor satura-
ble-absorber mirror (SAM) which is directly glued to the
fiber end-facet. A chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) is
employed for intra-cavity dispersion compensation. It pro-
vides a dispersion of −0.19 ps2 at 1035 nm and is also used
as output coupler of the linear cavity. Further details are
given in [16].

3.2 Wave-breaking-free regime

In the wave-breaking-free operation, the total fiber length
inside the cavity is 4.9 m resulting in a second-order cavity

Fig. 7 (a) Temporal pulse
profiles normalized in time to
their FWHM in comparison
with a perfect parabolic shape
(black) shown in logarithmic
scale. (Spectral profiles are not
shown but exhibit similar
features.) (b–d) Spectrograms
of the steady state solutions.
(Linear scale: 0
max)
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the polarization-maintaining (PM) all-fiber laser with fiber-based extra-cavity pulse compression. SAM: sat-
urable-absorber mirror, WDM: wavelength division multiplexer, CFBG: chirped fiber Bragg grating, HC-PBG: hollow-core photonic-bandgap
fiber

Fig. 9 Optical spectrum of the wave-breaking-free pulses in compari-
son with a parabolic, Gaussian and sech2 pulse shape

Fig. 10 (a) Autocorrelation trace of the chirped wave-breaking-free
pulses. (b) Autocorrelation trace of the compressed pulses using a
HC-PBG fiber compared to bulk grating compression

dispersion of 0.055 ps2. The mode-locking regime is very
stable and self-starting with the same characteristic of op-
eration (spectrally and temporally) for equal pump power.
Figure 9 shows the optical power spectrum together with
different theoretical fits using sech2, Gaussian and parabolic
profiles. The experimental spectrum presents the best agree-
ment with the parabolic profile of 13.9 nm spectral width
centered around 1035 nm mainly due to its steep edges. We
attribute the residual modulation in the spectrum to interfer-
ence effects by polarization mode mixing and intra-cavity
splice issues. Depending on the pump power, we could ob-
serve such a spectral shape for a net-cavity dispersion of
0.048 ps2 to 0.075 ps2 by changing the passive fiber length.

Figure 10(a) shows the autocorrelation trace obtained
directly at the laser output. The positively chirped output
pulses possess an energy of 390 pJ and have a duration of
15.4 ps (autocorrelation width of 16.4 ps). For comparison
these pulses are compressed firstly by a grating pair out-
side the cavity. Subsequently, the compression is done by a
hollow core photonic bandgap fiber (HC-PBG) allowing for
a robust all-fiber configuration delivering ultrashort pulses.
The fiber length corresponds to −0.38 ps2 of dispersion and

has been optimized to obtain minimum pulse duration. The
dispersion needed for pulse compression thus is much larger
than the negative dispersion given by the CFBG. This proves
that the pulses are always positively chirped inside the cav-
ity with only one minimum per round trip located at the end
of the anomalous GVD segment. An autocorrelation width
as short as 328 fs (FWHM) has been obtained (Fig. 10(b)),
which indicates a compression factor of more than 49. The
pulse duration can be calculated from the width of the auto-
correlation by assuming a transform-limited wave-breaking-
free spectrum of the compressed pulse and is evaluated to be
218 fs.

3.2.1 Intracavity evolution

The external compression already proved a positively chirp-
ed pulse propagating inside the cavity. To further confirm
this statement and get insight into the pulse evolution, a
numerical simulation has been performed with our non-
distributed model. The parameters for each element are that
of the experimental setup. The simulation started from quan-
tum noise and after convergence, the pulses intra-cavity evo-
lution is calculated. The result is shown in Fig. 11 where
the propagation in the single-mode fiber and the gain fiber is
scaled to an identical part of the cavity, whereas the saturable
absorber and the dispersion compensation by the CFBG is
done in a single step. One can clearly see that the pulse spec-
trum changes only slightly but shows steep edges as mea-
sured experimentally. The pulse duration increases until the
dispersion compensation, which does not reverse the sign of
the chirp meaning that only one minimum in pulse duration
is found. The minimum pulse duration located at the end of
the anomalous GVD segment is 1.8 ps. With these experi-
mental and numerical results we can conclude that the laser
works in a wave-breaking free regime, where the pulse has
a positive linear chirp at each position in the cavity.

3.3 Stretched-pulse regime

As discussed in the previous section, we obtained a close
to parabolic intensity spectral profile in the wave-breaking-
free pulse regime for a large wide of normal net-cavity dis-
persion. It is now of particular interest to know if similar
behavior can be obtained in the close to wave-breaking-free
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Fig. 11 (a) Simulation of the intra-cavity wave-breaking-free pulse evolution in the spectral and temporal domain. (SAM: saturable-absorber
mirror, SMF: passive single mode fiber, DC: chirped FBG for dispersion compensation), (b) spectrum at the output port. (Logarithmic scale:
−30 dB 0 dB (max))

Fig. 12 Optical spectrum of the
stretched pulses in comparison
with a parabolic, Gaussian and
sech2 pulse shape

Fig. 13 (a) Autocorrelation
trace of the chirped
stretched-pulses.
(b) Autocorrelation trace of the
compressed pulses using a
HC-BGP fiber (solid line)
compared to the transmission
bulk grating compression
(dashed line)

regime. First, to avoid of residual modulation in the spec-
trum, we used the PM-WDM outside the cavity and we
pumped the doped fiber through the CFBG leading to a re-
duction of the intra-cavity splice issues [17]. The total fiber
length inside the cavity is now 4.1 m resulting in a second-
order cavity dispersion of 0.016 ps2. Therefore, the laser still
operates in the normal-dispersion regime as in the above dis-
cussed configuration.

A self-starting and stable single-pulse train is generated
and we could indeed produce a clean optical spectrum with
very low residual modulation. Figure 12 shows the optical
power spectrum of the output signal together with three dif-
ferent theoretical fits. The spectral profile of this regime fits
well with a parabolic intensity profile near the peak over
more than one decade of intensity. The pulses possess a
spectral width of 12.3 nm and contain 160 pJ of energy per
pulse.

Figure 13(a) shows the autocorrelation trace directly ob-
tained at the laser output. The positively chirped output

pulses have a duration of 6.3 ps (autocorrelation width of
7.4 ps). The autocorrelation trace of the compressed pulses
(Fig. 13(b)) using a HC-PBG fiber and the transmission bulk
grating compression show the same autocorrelation width
of 310 fs (FWHM). It corresponds to a pulse duration of
213 fs, indicating a compression factor of more than 23. The
second-order dispersion, needed for pulse compression is
−0.17 ps2. This value is very close but smaller than the neg-
ative dispersion given by the CFBG of −0.19 ps2. It there-
fore indicates that the pulses change the chirp sign from pos-
itive at the end of the normal GVD segment to negative at the
end of the anomalous GVD segment. The autocorrelation of
the transform-limited pulse calculated from the power spec-
trum as well as the measured autocorrelation traces are free
from pedestal structures, what can be attributed to the weak
residual modulation and the spectral shape in general (no
steep edges). Consequently, due to the significantly cleaner
compressed pulses this spectral shape of the pulses might be
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Fig. 14 (a) Simulation of the intra-cavity stretched-pulse evolution in the spectral and temporal domain. (SAM: saturable-absorber mirror, SMF:
passive single mode fiber, DC: chirped FBG for dispersion compensation), (b) spectrum at the output port. (Logarithmic scale: −30 dB
0 dB (max))

more attractive than the spectral shape obtained in the wave-
breaking-free regime.

3.3.1 Intracavity evolution

The intra-cavity pulse evolution could be inferred from the
magnitude of anomalous GVD required to dechirp the pulse
outside the cavity. To study the pulse evolution the numeri-
cal simulation has been repeated with the parameters of the
experimental setup in the second configuration. The result
is shown in Fig. 14. This regime presents different temporal
and spectral evolution of the pulses inside the cavity than
in the previous regime. We can clearly see that the pulse
spectrum changes dramatically during one round trip com-
pared to the wave-breaking-free regime but also shows steep
edges as observed experimentally. Two minima of the pulse
duration are found located at the anomalous GVD segment
and at the normal GVD segment, which indicates that the
sign of the chirp reverses during one round trip. The min-
imum pulse duration is 371 fs. The pulse characteristics in
the simulation show good agreement with the experiment.
With these experimental and numerical results we can con-
clude that the laser works in a stretched-pulse regime with a
parabolic spectral intensity profile, where the pulse has two
minima inside the cavity with negative and positive chirp.

4 New mode-locking regime at large positive dispersion
with potential for stable high-energy
operation—chirped-pulse fiber oscillator

The dispersion issue in fiber-based mode-locked lasers plays
an important role on pulse shaping and different pulse dy-
namics have been reported in various regimes of operation
with a wide variety of pulse shapes. The fundamental soli-
ton (sech2) transform-limited pulses in the purely anoma-
lous group velocity dispersion (GVD) fiber have been gen-
erated [18]. The dispersion-managed soliton regime operat-
ing in the anomalous net-cavity dispersion presents a simi-
lar spectral and temporal pulse shape with weak breathing

inside the resonator [19]. As discussed above, approaching
the zero net-cavity dispersion, the stretched-pulse regime is
observed and Gaussian-shaped pulses experiences relatively
large variations per cavity round trip [20]. In the normal-
dispersion regime, the monotonic frequency chirp evolution
of the pulse is obtained by suppressing wave-breaking phe-
nomena in the normal GVD cavity segment [16] and in a
special case of this regime, the similariton laser, the out-
put pulses are linearly chirped with a parabolic temporal
intensity profile [5]. In addition to these cases, discussed
so far, ultrashort pulse generation has also been realized in
the purely normal-dispersion regime. Spectral filtering is ap-
plied to enhance self-amplitude modulation and a higher tol-
erance of accumulated nonlinear phase shifts has been ob-
tained [21].

As a consequence of the above described approaches of
dispersion management an increase of output pulse energy
of fiber oscillators should be possible by incorporation of
one or more segments possessing large positive GVD and
no or negligible nonlinearity. This new approach will be in-
vestigated in the following sections.

4.1 Pulse dynamics in the chirped-pulse fiber oscillator

To investigate whether steady pulse solutions exist even at
large additional positive group delay dispersion values, and
to investigate the pulse evolution in this novel scheme, we
set up the laser configuration shown in Fig. 15.

All fiber components are based on the polarization-
maintaining single-clad concept. A section of 30 cm highly
ytterbium doped fiber is spliced between different lengths of
passive fibers (SMF1 = 1.2 m and SMF2 = 0.5 m). One of
the key elements in this cavity is the CFBG providing pos-
itive dispersion together with negligible nonlinearity. The
dispersion and the peak reflectivity of CFBG have been mea-
sured to be 0.19 ps2 (66% of total-cavity dispersion) and
27% with Gaussian-like spectral bandwidth of 16 nm, re-
spectively. Several attractive properties of the CFBG can be
employed as a highly positive dispersive element to stretch
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Fig. 15 Schematic representation of the passively mode-locked Yb-doped polarization-maintaining (PM) chirped-pulse fiber laser. SAM: sat-
urable-absorber mirror, CFBG: chirped fiber Bragg grating

Fig. 16 Results of
experimentally measured optical
spectrum (a) and autocorrelation
trace of chirped pulses (b) from
the fiber oscillator compared to
numerical simulations (c–d).
Solid line: output port 1, open
circle: output port 2

the pulse during its propagation and an output coupler (out-
put 1) to study the laser operation. Passive mode-locking
is achieved by using a semiconductor saturable absorber
(for details see [22]). To study intra-cavity pulse dynam-
ics and to select the single-polarization propagation in this
laser configuration an additional fiber-based coupler (out-
put 2) is inserted. The SAM and the fiber-based output cou-
pler are placed at the end of the linear cavity. Self-starting
and stable mode-locked operation is obtained by optimizing
the saturation threshold on the SA for an adequate launched
pump power. We investigate the intra-cavity pulse evolution
in this configuration and the experimental results obtained at
the two output ports are summarized in Fig. 16. The optical
spectrum, shown in Fig. 16(a), obtained for a pump power of
155 mW, possesses the same characteristics: steep spectral
edges. The 10-dB and 3-dB bandwidths of the optical spec-
tra at the output 1 (and output 2) are 2.4 nm (2.45 nm) and
1.79 nm (2.05 nm) respectively. By decreasing the pump
power, the optical spectrum maintains the spectral profile
but the spectral bandwidth decreases. The asymmetric spec-
tral behavior can be attributed, at first, to the finite temporal
response of the SA [23] and to the Bragg reflector behind

the SA and the gain dynamic and transmission properties
of the fiber based cavity elements (CFBG and coupler). An
additional residual low frequency intensity modulation ap-
pears in the optical spectrum, which is very different than
that reported in paragraph 2 where the presence of a high
frequency intensity modulation is attributed to interference
effects by polarization mode mixing and intra-cavity splice
issues.

The autocorrelation traces obtained directly at the laser
outputs are shown in Fig. 16(b). The positively chirped out-
put pulses are well fitted with a Gaussian shape with pulse
durations of 21.8 ps and 19 ps. These pulses are externally
compressed by a linear process outside the cavity (not shown
in Fig. 15). The autocorrelation traces of the externally com-
pressed pulse at both outputs present the same width of
2.1 ps (FWHM), which corresponds to a pulse duration of
1.37 ps. The transform-limited pulse duration is calculated
to be 1.11 ps, which indicates that the pulses can be com-
pressed down to near their transform-limited duration. The
anomalous dispersion necessary for the compression of the
chirped output pulses at the two output ports by the grating
pair is more than −7.7 ps2. This indicates that the laser gen-
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erates highly positive chirped output pulses. We measured
the average output powers of 33 mW and 3 mW at output 1
and 2, which corresponds to an energy per pulse of 750 pJ
and 68 pJ. The operation of mode-locking is very stable and
self-starting with the same characteristics of temporal and
spectral operation for equal pump power. Furthermore, the
operation of the laser is characterized by very low amplitude
noise.

We have experimentally presented the main properties of
pulse evolution at the two different output ports. In order
to obtain a better understanding of the pulse generation and
the intra-cavity evolution of the highly chirped pulses in the
above-reported laser configuration the laser has been studied
numerically with the model from paragraph 1. In the simu-
lation the parameters for the cavity elements match those of
the experimental setup. This includes the action of the out-
put coupling, the saturable absorber, the active and passive
fibers and an additional positive GVD segment with negli-
gible nonlinearity and Gaussian-shaped spectral filter pro-
file. The absorption in the semiconductor was described by
the rate equation model [24]. The saturation energy due to
the limited pumping is set in the model in such a way that
the extracted energy is similar to that obtained in the exper-
iments. The exact stable solution, obtained using quantum
noise as the initial condition, is compared with the experi-
mental results. Figure 16 also shows the spectral and tem-
poral results of the numerical simulations obtained at the
two output ports. One can clearly see that the pulse shows
a steeply edged spectral profile as measured experimentally,
as can be seen in Fig. 16(c) at both outputs. The spectral
bandwidths at the output ports 1 and 2 are about 2.55 nm and
2.53 nm. The simulated pulse durations at both output ports
are present with the pulse widths of 18.5 ps and 17.8 ps, and
the pulse profiles are also best fitted with a Gaussian tem-
poral intensity profile. However, in the chirped-pulse fiber
laser presented here, the linear chirp is dominant in the nu-
merical solution and recompression of the pulses close to
the transform-limit is possible. The simulated pulse energy,
duration, profile, spectral shape and bandwidth present very
good agreement with the experimental results. It is therefore
of great importance to understand better the physical mecha-
nisms of pulse formation and evolution. To gain insight into
the intra-cavity pulse evolution, the spectral and temporal
characteristics of one cavity round trip of the pulse (stable
solution after convergence) are shown in Fig. 17. As dis-
cussed above, we obtained positively chirped output pulses
at both output ports. It should be mentioned that there is
no negative GVD element implemented intra-cavity and the
pulses are always positively chirped inside the cavity. The
pulse duration increases monotonically within the gain fiber
and passive fibers. We observe the local pulse stretching
phenomenon in the CFBG segment. The total pulse short-
ening effect occurs in the SAM segment by the nonlin-
ear absorbing mechanism. In the spectral domain, spectral

Fig. 17 Simulation of the intra-cavity pulse evolution of the mod-
e-locked chirped-pulse fiber laser in the temporal and spectral domain.
OC: output coupler

broadening via self-amplitude modulation (SPM) can be ob-
served during propagation through the fiber. An additional
pulse shaping mechanism by spectral filtering is caused by
the reflectivity properties of the CFBG, however, accord-
ing to the simulation; this filtering is not needed for self-
consistency. The main spectral shortening effect occurred in
the SAM segment. In addition, the simulation shows that
spectral shaping by the gain profile is present even at that
narrow spectral bandwidth. Finally, self-consistency could
be achieved by the balance between the SAM nonlinear-
ity, CFBG properties and the nonlinearity inside the gain
and passive fibers. With these experimental and numeri-
cal results we can conclude that the pulse dynamics in the
new regime reveals weak intra-cavity temporal and spectral
breathing, leading to on average longer positively chirped
pulses. Thus the output spectra and pulse profiles present
similar shapes at the two opposite output ports.

Summarizing this section, we reported on a new non-
linear optical dissipative system in the form of a mode-
locked fiber laser operating in a highly positive dispersion
regime. A segment possessing a large amount of positive
GVD and negligible nonlinearity is added to an all-normal
mode-locked fiber laser. A new pulse dynamic is demon-
strated experimentally and numerically, which on average
generates longer positively chirped pulses. The pulse evo-
lution is characterized by weak intra-cavity temporal and
spectral breathing with local temporal stretching phenom-
ena. The interesting feature of the presented approach is that
the limitations induced by the nonlinear effects could be re-
duced by scaling down the peak intensity inside the fiber
core by stretching the pulse during the intra-cavity propaga-
tion leading to the possibility of energy scaling.
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Fig. 18 Spectral width (blue, �) and corresponding pulse durations
(green, ◦) over total cavity dispersion (TCD) for positive TCD values
in logarithmic scale

4.2 Influence of total cavity dispersion in the chirped-pulse
fiber oscillator

As mentioned above, one of the most important parameters
influencing the system dynamics is the intra-cavity disper-
sion. Therefore following the above results an experimental
study on the dispersion issue in the passively mode-locked
chirped-pulse fiber oscillator concept was carried out. For
this purpose a similar laser as presented in the previous sec-
tion was set up. Instead of the CFBG a bulk transmission
grating-based stretcher was implemented, which allowed
varying the dispersion over a large range between +2.4 ps2

and −1.6 ps2 without adding additional nonlinearity.
Starting at one stable operation point, the total cavity dis-

persion (TCD) is varied while only the intra-cavity power
is slightly adjusted to secure saturation of the SAM at
longer pulse durations. Within the positive net-cavity dis-
persion operation chirped output pulses ranging from 4.3 ps
@0.01 ps2 TCD to 38.6 ps @2.4 ps2 TCD are obtained. The
spectral and temporal widths of the pulses, measured at the
laser output are shown in Fig. 18. Using an external grat-
ing compressor the pulses could be compressed to durations
between 292 fs @0.01 ps2 and 9 ps @1.2 ps2, being close
the respective transform limited durations. The used pump
power remained at about 250 mW, hence the width (5 dB) of
the corresponding spectra decreased from 15.7 nm to 0.2 nm
with increasing dispersion and increasing pulse durations,
due to the fact that the influence of self phase modulation
(SPM) is decreasing with decreasing peak power. This de-
crease in bandwidth leads to saturation of the effective pulse
stretching for large GVD values (Fig. 18).

Similar behavior is observed in the negative dispersion
region, where the spectral width (5 dB) decreases from
5.29 nm @−0.07 ps2 to 0.64 nm @−1.57 ps2, whereas the
pulse durations increase from 0.8 ps to 3.9 ps (not shown
in Fig. 18). Near zero-dispersion the oscillator operates in
double pulse regimes [25] at high pump power. With longer
pulse durations at large negative dispersion the peak power
decreases and therefore nonlinear effects play a minor role
where we obtained maximum output pulse energies (close to
nanojoule) at maximum available pump power (270 mW).

With this configuration stable mode-locking in the ex-
tremely high anomalous dispersion (−1.6 ps2) is demon-
strated. Furthermore operation in the chirped-pulse regime
at extremely high total cavity dispersion (+2.4 ps2) is
evinced. In both extreme cases very low breathing inside
the cavity is observed. Due to solitary pulse formation at
anomalous dispersion the pulse stretching is much lower
than at high normal net-cavity dispersion. As consequence
of the very long pulse durations at high positive dispersion
the nonlinear phase accumulated during one round trip is re-
duced about an order of magnitude compared to near-zero
net-cavity dispersion. Pulse shaping is governed by the non-
linear temporal action of the semiconductor saturable ab-
sorber, which compensates the local stretching, introduced
by the dispersion management.

4.3 Route to extreme pulse energies in a chirped-pulse
fiber laser

As many applications require high-peak power pulses, there
is a strong interest in oscillators, generating ultrashort pulses
with high energy. Excessive Kerr-nonlinearity hinders the
self-consistent pulse evolution in a resonator round trip,
which makes high-energy pulse generation particularly chal-
lenging in mode-locked fiber oscillators. As known from ul-
trafast fiber amplifier systems a reduction of nonlinearity
and consequently potential performance enhancement can
be obtained by the enlargement of the fiber mode area while
maintaining single-mode guidance. The use of microstruc-
tured fibers enabled fiber oscillator designs with ultralow
nonlinearity. The increased mode area decreases the inten-
sity of the light field, additionally the interaction length can
be significantly reduced by reducing the fiber section in the
cavity to the extreme case of solely a short piece of gain
fiber. Exploiting the advantages of microstructured fibers
together with high-energy dissipative soliton pulse shaping
a tremendous performance increase in terms of pulse en-
ergy, peak power and also average power has been obtained
[26–29].

In this section, we report on the investigation of energy
scaling in mode-locked fiber oscillators based on recent ex-
perimental results. Our numerical simulation is done with
the model described in 1.1. The simulated oscillator scheme
is shown in Fig. 19, the parameters for each element match
those of the experimental setup in [29], where the gener-
ation of microjoule-class pulses is demonstrated in a low
nonlinearity large mode-area (LMA) photonic crystal-fiber
(PCF) oscillator without dispersion compensation. Calcu-
lated pulse solutions show very good agreement with the
experimental data [29]. Guided by the above results, we ap-
plied the chirped pulse concept to the LMA-PCF laser by
incorporation of a positive dispersive element with negligi-
ble nonlinearity directly in front of the gain fiber, in order to
achieve further energy and peak power scaling.
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Fig. 19 Simulated
chirped-pulse fiber oscillator
cavity scheme

Fig. 20 Spectral (a) and temporal pulse shape of the chirped (b) and extra-cavity compressed output pulses (c)

Beginning with the self-starting solution at ∼1 µJ, which
reproduces the experimental results, we increased only the
saturation energy until an output pulse energy of 3 µJ was
obtained at the laser output. The spectrum, which increased
in bandwidth (to 23 nm), and the pulse shape at the output
are shown in Fig. 20 (black). At this operation point, we
apply the chirped-pulse concept by increasing the amount
of additional dispersion and pump power (more specifically
Esat) simultaneously in such manner that the pulse band-
width at the laser output remained unchanged (23 nm). This
way, the output pulse energy could be increased to the 100 µJ
level (Fig. 21). The pulse duration increased linearly up to
24 ps with increasing dispersion value (Fig. 22). This cor-
responds to stretching factors up to ∼150 toward the trans-
form limit. By removing only the linear chirp, peak pow-
ers of more than 200 MW become accessible. Output pulse
shapes change little with increasing dispersion and energy;
only the spectral edges become more emphasized, which can
be seen in Fig. 20, where the spectral and temporal shape at
three representative energy levels are shown.

Due to the reduced spectral broadening effect by SPM on
highly chirped pulses, the maximal peak power inside the
cavity is found to increase linearly with dispersion (Fig. 21).
Hence, limiting factors for the energy scaling of femtosec-
ond pulses arise. The self-focusing limit at 4.3 MW in fused
silica will play a role at pulse energies above 100 µJ. Further-
more increasing nonlinear phase shifts at high intra-cavity
peak powers will destabilize the mode-locking. As a re-
sult of increasing nonlinear chirp an increase in compressed
pulse duration is observed (Fig. 22) together with a de-
crease in pulse quality in high-energy operation (Fig. 20(c)).
Please, note that these high energy strongly stretched pulse
solutions are self-sustaining, but not self-starting from noise.

Fig. 21 Extracted energy (blue, +) and maximum intra-cavity peak
power (red, ◦) over total cavity dispersion

Fig. 22 Output pulse duration (blue, +) and extra-cavity compressed
pulse duration (red, ◦) over total cavity dispersion

Thus experimental access would require the above described
simultaneous increase of pump power with dispersion, start-
ing from a stable mode-locked low energy state.

Inside the cavity the spectral breathing is low (<2%
changes in spectral FWHM), whereas the temporal breath-
ing increases for higher pulse energies, as gain dispersion
[30] plays a key role in this region. Due to the broad spec-
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Fig. 23 Intra-cavity pulse evolution for the 101 µJ case, S: semicon-
ductor saturable absorber, D: dispersive stretcher

trum and strong amplification the pulse evolution is differ-
ent from the cases discussed before, the influence of the sat-
urable absorber is decreased and temporal shaping is gov-
erned by the local linear stretching of the dispersive element
and the shaping due to the limited gain bandwidth inside the
fiber. The evolution of the temporal and spectral pulse width
in high-energy operation is summarized in Fig. 23.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented an experimental and nu-
merical study on the nonlinear pulse dynamics in passively
mode-locked fiber laser systems. We have shown that for the
non-distributed model to describe a mode-locked fiber laser,
multiple attractors are accessible by different initial condi-
tions even for fixed system parameters. Different regimes
of mode-locking obtained by varying the intra-cavity dis-
persion and saturation energy of the gain fiber have been
carefully analyzed. It is shown that self-similar evolution
leading to linearly chirped parabolic pulses occurs for a pa-
rameter range that is embedded in a more general regime
of wave-breaking-free operation. Stretched-pulse and wave-
breaking-free operation have been experimentally demon-
strated in an environmentally stable Yb-doped all-fiber laser.
The completely alignment-free, ultracompact and robust
femtosecond laser source has great potential for several ap-
plications. In particular, clean chirped pulses with parabolic
spectral profile are generated in the stretched-pulse regime.
The pulse evolution in the different operation modes is stud-
ied with the non-distributed numerical model. Furthermore
a new operation mode at high positive cavity dispersion is
reported. Detailed experimental and numerical studies of
the main properties of the pulse shaping mechanism are
presented. A highly positive GVD, negligible nonlinearity
segment is implemented in the all-normal fiber laser con-
cept and the local temporal stretching phenomenon is ob-
served during the intra-cavity propagation. Mode-locked op-
eration over a large dispersion range is investigated in an
experimental chirped-pulse oscillator scheme. Highly posi-
tively chirped pulses with very weak intra-cavity temporal

and spectral changes, and consequently, on average longer
pulses and lower peak powers have been generated. The in-
teresting feature of the presented approach is that the lim-
itations induced by the nonlinear effects could be reduced
by scaling down the peak intensity inside the fiber core by
stretching the pulse during the intra-cavity propagation lead-
ing to the possibility of energy scaling. The performance ca-
pability of this approach in combination with a large-mode-
area fiber is numerically studied and reveals enormous scal-
ing potential.
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